Section
Chapter 1

Approve
GB, TZ, IZ, PM

Approve w/ edits
SD, JS

2.1
2.2

GB, TZ, IZ, PM, JS, SD
GB, TZ, IZ

SD, PM, JS

Do not approve

Minor Edits
--Add chapter leader mailing list info (SD)
--Should be "running a strong" instead of
"running an strong" (JS)
--Should be "meeting or events each year"
instead of "meeting or event each year".' (JS)
--Should be "minimum number of chapter
meetings which you need to hold" instead of
"minimum number of chapter meetings that
you need to hold". (JS)
--In my Opinion one meeting per quarter is
achievable (PM)

2.3

GB, TZ, IZ, PM, JS

SD

2.4

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

2.5
2.6

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM, JS
GB, TZ, IZ, PM, JS

SD

2.7

GB, TZ, IZ, PM, JS

SD

2.8
Chapter 3

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM, JS
GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

Chapter 4

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

Chapter 5

GB, TZ, SD, PM

JS

Chapter 6

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

Chapter 7

GB, TZ, SD, PM

JS

--I prefer 1, but not a breaking point for me (SD)
--I would not make the calendar entry
mandatory (SD)
--Instead of reprinting the principles and code
of ethics, I'd just include a link to them. That
way if they change, we don't have to update
this document as well (JS)
--maybe slightly reword the title, but can't think
of a correct phrase that best represents the
paragraph content (SD)
--should be made more specific what is
mandatory + what is handled in the section
below. (SD)

IZ - I suggest that there should
be a word" Paid" in Chapter
Elections. Only paid OWASP
members can vote to election.

IZ – I don't agree with the
prohibition of providing the
sponsor with a commercial or

--"3.2 Capitalize ""OWASP"" in ""an owasp
email account"". (JS)
--3.5 Need to add the Education Committee
link." (JS)
--"4.1 Capitalize ""OWASP"" in ""all owasp
related matters"". (JS)
-- 4.4 Remove a ""the"" from ""given the the
administrative password"" (JS)
-- Should be ""for their chapter mailing list""
(JS)
-- Capitalize ""OWASP"" on ""the owasp
leader's list"" (JS)
-- 4.6 Remove a ""will"" from ""This will will not
only"" (JS)
--4.7.1 We should probably qualify the whitelisted reimbursements as ""Provided that a
chapter has the necessary funds in its
account"". (JS)
-- 4.7.3 Apparently this process for
reimbursement has changed. Kate and Alison
now have a form that you need to submit
reimbursements to." (JS)
--"5.1 Should be ""whoever"" and not
""whomever"" (JS)
5.3 Should be ""vote alongside"" instead of
""vote along side""" (JS)
--"6.2 Should be ""reins"" not ""reigns"" (JS)
-- Remove the ""..."" at the end and just have
one period. (JS)
-- 6.4 Capitalize ""OWASP"" in ""range of owasp
supporters""." (JS)
--"7.1 Should be ""nearby"" instead of ""to a
bar near by for food"". (JS)
--7.2.1 Should be ""cannot"" instead of

product centric presentation
slot because sometimes a
company would like to be a
sponsor just want to talk in the
conference, otherwise, they
will not sponsor. But I think
that we can prohibit to provide
the sponsor with presentation
at the prime time.

Chapter 8
Chapter 9

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM, JS
GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

Chapter 10

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

Appendix

GB, TZ, SD, IZ, PM

JS

""speakers can not pay"". (JS)
--7.2.2 If refered to as ""OotM"", then this
should probably have a lowercase ""O"" on
""OWASP On the Move Rules:"". (JS)
-- Put a ""$"" in fromt of ""amount per speaker
is 500 USD"". Same for ""limit of 2,000 USD""
in both locations. Change the ""$"" in the rules
to ""money"". (JS)
--7.2.5 Remove the extra space in ""date and
time, be sure to consider"" (JS)
--7.2.8 We've given meeting sponsors 5 minutes
at the begining of the meeting to do a sales
pitch. Might want to add that as something
that sponsors can get. What is this 90/10 split
thing? Never heard of it. (JS)
-- 7.2.16 Remove extra space in ""token of
appreciation"" (JS)
--7.3.6 This would be a good place to mention
the new OWASP SurveyMonkey account. (JS)
-- 7.4.4 The Austin chapter just has a sign-in
sheet that we keep after each meeting.
Attendees are still responsible for submitting
their CPEs, but at least we can go back and
audit against the sign-in sheet if (ISC)2 audits
them." (JS)
-- "9.4 Change ""along side"" to alongside"". (JS)
-- This would be a good place to reference how
to get an OWASP business card. (JS)
-- 9.6 Need a space before ""per year"" in
""$2000 (Platinum)per year"".
-- 9.7 Should be ""bodies are nationwide"" not
""bodies is nationwide""." (JS)
--"10.2 Should be ""make a big difference"" not
""make a big different""." (JS)
--If someone ends up getting placed at a hotel
within 10 miles away from the venue, then the
Foundation should pay for cab fare to/from the
venue/hotel as well. (JS)

